The MAL-ED Cohort Study: Methods and Lessons Learned When Assessing Early Child Development and Caregiving Mediators in Infants and Young Children in 8 Low- and Middle-Income Countries
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More epidemiological data are needed on risk and protective factors for child development. In The Etiology, Risk Factors and Interactions of Enteric Infections and Malnutrition and the Consequences for Child Health and Development (MAL-ED) cohort study, we assessed child development in a harmonious manner across 8 sites in Bangladesh, Brazil, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Peru, South Africa, and Tanzania. From birth to 24 months, development and language acquisition were assessed via the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development and a modified MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory. Other measures were infant temperament, the child’s environment, maternal psychological adjustment, and maternal reasoning abilities. We developed standard operating procedures and used multiple techniques to ensure appropriate adaptation and quality assurance across the sites. Test adaptation required significant time and human resources but is essential for data quality; funders should support this step in future studies. At the end of this study, we will have a portfolio of culturally adapted instruments for child development studies with examination of psychometric properties of each tool used.
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More than 200 million children aged <5 years from low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) fail to reach their full cognitive potential, leading to poor school performance and subsequent reduction in economic productivity [1]. Both biological and psychosocial factors including nutrient deficiencies, infectious diseases, environmental exposures, lack of adequate stimulation and/or learning opportunities, and maternal depressive symptoms place children at risk for poor cognitive development [2]. Children are often exposed to multiple risks simultaneously and as these risks accumulate, the developmental consequences become more pronounced [3–5].

In the 2007 Lancet series on Child Development in Developing Countries [1, 2], the International Child Development Steering Group (ICDSG) identified factors with sufficient evidence to recommend implementing risk reduction or prevention strategies. These risk factors include...
inadequate provision of cognitively stimulating materials, growth retardation and low birth weight, iodine and iron deficiencies, malaria, violence, and exposure to heavy metals; many of these factors affect at least 25% of children in developing countries [6, 7]. Development of strategies targeting these risk factors is hindered by a limited understanding of the mechanisms by which these factors alter cognitive development: specifically, how timing, duration, and severity of these risk factors affect cognition and whether negative cognitive effects are long-lasting and/or reversible. The ICDSG also acknowledged that a paucity of data from LMICs exists with respect to other domains of child development [2].

Hence, while child development consists of multiple interdependent domains (ie, cognitive, language, motor, and socioemotional), too few studies in LMICs have assessed the motor and socioemotional domains to make any significant conclusions regarding the above risk factors and these outcomes. Although new global studies on child development are underway, most of the evidence available on early childhood development has been gathered from the 10% of children who reside in high-income countries. Less is known about the risk and protective factors and developmental trajectories of the majority of children living in LMICs [8].

Grand Challenges Canada recently defined human capital as the “...productive wealth embodied in the intellectual, social and physical capability of the individual, and is key to the development of individuals, communities and whole societies. It reflects the cognitive abilities, social functioning (for example behavior and psychological functioning), physical capacity and health status that allow an individual to be a productive member of society.” [9]

Other definitions of human capital exist, with all of them acknowledging the need for investment in health and education to improve human capital. The “productive wealth of societies” mentioned above begins in early childhood. Human brain development begins shortly after conception, and continues throughout gestation. Although a full-term infant is born with the number of neurons he or she will have as an adult, these neurons require growth, myelination, neural connections, and pruning over the early years of a child’s life. Nutrients and various growth factors regulate brain development during fetal and early postnatal life; malnutrition and illness can influence neuronal maturation, particularly in the first few years of life [10–12]. During early life, the brain demonstrates its greatest degree of plasticity, but may also be more vulnerable to nutrient insufficiency relative to later periods. These early periods of brain development are crucial for later cognitive development and learning [13, 14].

The Etiology, Risk Factors, and Interactions of Enteric Infections and Malnutrition and the Consequences for Child Health (MAL-ED) study is a multidisciplinary observational prospective community-based study at 8 sites in countries with a high incidence of diarrheal disease and malnutrition [15]. The MAL-ED study investigates the hypothesis that infection or co-infection with specific enteropathogens contributes to malnutrition by causing intestinal inflammation and/or by altering intestinal barrier and absorptive function which, in turn, leads to growth faltering, stunting, deficits in cognitive development, and reduced immunogenicity of childhood vaccines. The study aims to identify the periods during the first 2 years of life when specific infections are associated with the greatest effect on growth and development. Factors evaluated for their effects include enteric and other infections, micronutrient levels, dietary intake, socioeconomic status, maternal depressive symptoms, and the home environment. The MAL-ED Network of investigators established technical subcommittees comprised of representatives from all institutions associated with the study and focused on the following major areas of investigation: disease surveillance (including anthropometry), gut function, microbiology, nutrition, vaccine response, and cognitive development. We report here the methods used and lessons learned by the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee, including the theoretical framework that guided the selection of measurements to assess impact on development, test selection, and strategies for comparability across sites with respect to training, adaptation, implementation, and quality assurance.

METHODS

Setting and Participants

Data collection took place in 8 field sites: Dhaka, Bangladesh (BDG), Fortaleza, Brazil (BRF), Vellore, India (INV), Bhaktapur, Nepal (NEP), Loreto, Peru (PEL), Naushero Feroze, Pakistan (PFN), Venda, South Africa (SAV), and Haydom, Tanzania (TZH). Specifics about each study site, including the participant characteristics, can be found elsewhere in this supplement.

The Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee was comprised of a leader trained in nutrition and psychology with experience in conducting cognitive testing in LMICs, senior individuals with training in psychology/child development from each site, 2 psychometricians, a developmental pediatrician/epidemiologist, a data analyst, and an infectious disease physician/epidemiologist. The subcommittee’s purpose was to ensure the training and harmonization of the cognitive protocol across sites, and used weekly teleconferences to share experiences on test adaptation, piloting, administration, and discussion of issues and problems.

Theoretical Framework

We developed a theoretical framework to conceptualize the interactions between infection with enteropathogens and postnatal child development (Figure 1). Diarrhea is related to nutrient loss, and relations between altered nutrient status and child development...
Diarrhea may alter infant/caregiver interaction (quality and/or quantity), and optimal infant/caregiver interaction is integral to child growth and development [16–18]. Alternately, repeated enteric infections in early life may have a direct effect on child development. Nutrient status may alter infant/caregiver interaction [19–21] and infant/caregiver interaction can modify the extent to which nutrient status affects child development [22] (depicted by the dashed arrow in Figure 1).

**Test Selection**

The Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee was responsible for selecting appropriate and comprehensive assessments of child developmental outcomes in multiple domains while accounting for the cross-cultural nature of the MAL-ED study as well as other demands on study subjects. We were challenged to ensure that our assessments would result in a comprehensive analysis of the child’s development while trying to limit the burden on participants. Keeping in mind the overarching hypothesis that repeated enteric infections in early life contribute to malnutrition which, in turn, leads to altered child development, test selection was based on published studies [23, 24] showing an association between our outcomes of interest and nutrient deficiencies likely to be encountered at MAL-ED study sites as well as the potential for administration in a harmonious manner across all 8 sites.

Few tests that assess development have been produced specifically for LMIC settings. Tests that are produced and standardized in 1 language or culture are not automatically valid in a setting that differs from the original population [25, 26]. It was challenging to find tests that accurately assess development at these young ages and are also predictive of later development in our domains of interest. Many of the common infant development assessments have been criticized for their poor predictive validity in terms of intelligence at older ages. However, poor predictive validity does not necessarily imply low sensitivity to high-risk conditions for impaired development. Additionally, several of the common infant assessments have been revised in recent years to include items that have been shown to predict later cognitive competence [27].

We chose a global test of development as our primary outcome and supplemented it with a more specific test of language development as early language development may have good predictability for later school achievement [28]. Although most global development tests typically include measurement of language development, best practices for assessing child development emphasize the collection of data from multiple sources (eg, observer and caregiver). Therefore, for our specific test of language development, we chose a parent report questionnaire.

The subcommittee sought to identify factors known to affect child development to carefully control for these variables in our analyses. A review of the literature examining the relation between nutrient deficiencies and development revealed that many studies have not accounted for environmental factors that may impact development [2]. Although some studies have collected data on the physical environment of the child, most have not accounted for maternal reasoning skills, child temperament, parenting, or maternal depressive symptoms. Studies have consistently revealed a strong association between infant temperament, the quality of parental engagement, and child development [29, 30]. Parenting plays a crucial role in child development [31, 32] and is particularly influential during early development [31, 33]. Maternal depressive symptoms are related to alterations in mother–infant interactions and insecure mother–infant attachments [34–36] that may precipitate child behavioral, developmental, and cognitive delays lasting years beyond infancy [36–40]. Finally, maternal intelligence has long been acknowledged as influential on child development [41–43] but is largely ignored in studies assessing malnutrition and child development. Therefore, we considered it important to account for each of these factors in our study.

Although prenatal maternal factors (nutrient deficiencies, prepregnancy weight, gestational weight gain) may exert significant influence on postnatal child development, enrollment in the MAL-ED study occurred after the birth of the child, so prenatal factors were not considered as part of this study.

As part of the MAL-ED study, information was collected on parental education and age, breastfeeding practices, child nutrient status, and household environmental measures and socioeconomic status that will all be used in our final analyses. Our
testing battery included the following child and maternal measures, and psychosocial environment measure (Figure 2).

**Child Measurements**

**Global Development**
The Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development (BSID-III) [27] were chosen to assess global child development at 6, 15, and 24 months of age. Assessment timing was chosen to correspond with critical points in development as well as scheduled blood collection to facilitate the linkage between developmental measures and nutrient status at specific time points. The BSID-III was used as the primary cognitive development outcome measure and administered to all children. It contains 5 individually administered subscales: Cognitive, Fine Motor, Gross Motor, Receptive Language, and Expressive Language; and 2 parent/guardian-completed rating scales: Social-Emotional and Adaptive Behavior. We decided against the collection of the Adaptive Behavior questionnaire for 2 reasons: first, the time commitment required and second, significant overlap with items on the temperament scale that we chose for use in this study. The assessments took approximately 45–60 minutes and, in most circumstances, were conducted in a central location identified by study field site coordinators that was quiet and comfortable for the child, with few distractions. However, some of the BSID-III assessments needed to be done at the child’s home, in which case the deviation was recorded so that we could account for location of administration in our analyses.

The BSID have been criticized for their poor predictive validity for later measures of intelligence [44–46]. However, this is not surprising given that the early versions of the BSID generally assessed sensory capacities, motor achievements, and affective responses such as orienting, reaching, and smiling. Tests administered to older children target very different skills, usually those related to language, reasoning, and memory. Despite criticisms of poor predictive validity, the BSID have been shown to be sensitive to accurate measurement of child development [27]. The most recent revision of the BSID (used in this study) took many of these criticisms into account and added as well as deleted some items to improve the scales. Among the items added were habituation and novelty preference. Infant performance on these types of tasks has been shown to predict later cognitive competence [47].

The criterion for selection of our primary cognitive development outcome measure was that we wanted a well-known scale that would assess global child development in various domains. Several alternative scales to assess global child development exist [48, 49]; however, reasons for excluding these included the time required for administration as well as poor sensitivity and specificity (ie, providing less useful information for continuous tracking of specific changes in child development [50]). Also, several of the MAL-ED sites had used the BSID in previous studies [51] (A. Yousafzai, personal communication, 2013). Finally, the BSID are the most widely used assessment of child development worldwide, thereby facilitating comparison with prior studies conducted around the globe.

**Language Skills**
The MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) [52], Words and Gestures, was used to assess verbal fluency at 8 and 15 months. The earliest age at which the CDI can be completed is 8 months. The 15-month time point was chosen to align with administration of the BSID-III. The CDI is a parent report of the child’s ability to understand and/or say specific words. Typically, the CDI is completed by the primary caregiver; however, given the wide variation in caregiver literacy at the MAL-ED sites, the CDI was administered by a trained...
interviewer who presented each item to the primary caregiver orally and then recorded the primary caregiver’s answers. The assessment took approximately 15 minutes and was administered in the child’s home.

Early child language development (in the first year of life) has been associated with both cognitive functioning and academic achievement at 11 years of age [28]. Thus, these measures have been shown to have good predictability for later school achievement. We also chose to measure language development as it is important for school readiness and a child’s ability to learn in school [53]. Interestingly, it has been shown that velocity and acceleration in development of verbal fluency early in life are predictive of later vocabulary, especially in children from low-socioeconomic-status backgrounds [53].

We chose the MacArthur CDI scale as it is very easy to administer and takes a minimum amount of time, has been used worldwide, and is a caregiver report of a child’s language abilities. Use of the CDI in conjunction with the BSID-III allows us to compare caregiver and researcher assessments of a child’s language ability. Finally, at least 1 of the MAL-ED sites had previously used the principles from the MacArthur CDI when developing a language inventory for a previous study [54] and, therefore, we believed it could be adapted and used by the other MAL-ED study sites.

Temperament
Given the known association between infant temperament, parent–child interactions, and child development [29, 30], we believed it was vital to collect data on infant temperament to properly interpret the child development outcomes. Initially, we selected the Infant Behavior Questionnaire [55]; however, after piloting at the field sites, it quickly became evident that this test was not feasible for use at the MAL-ED sites due to questionnaire length and caregiver confusion with the response categories. After further discussion, the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee chose the Infant Temperament Scale (ITS), authored by Dr Theodore Wachs (T. Wachs, modified for use by MAL-ED, personal communication, 2010) and originally developed for research purposes in a LMIC (Peru). We believed that the ITS could be adapted to other LMIC countries, including our MAL-ED sites. The original version of the scale contains 112 items assessing 8 dimensions: activity, positive emotionality, negative emotionality, sociability, fear, attention, cooperativeness, and soothability. Items are designed to be answered by the caregiver using a 5-point scale ranging from “my child is always like this” to “my child is never like this.” Due to its length, using the ITS in its entirety was not feasible, and 2 dimensions were dropped (fear and cooperativeness). The final administered scale contained 47 items assessing 6 dimensions. This adapted ITS was administered by a trained interviewer who presented each item to the primary caregiver, and then recorded the primary caregiver’s answers. The questionnaire was administered at the child’s home and took approximately 25 minutes to complete. A 6-month time point for administration was chosen to coordinate with the first BSID-III assessment.

Maternal Measures
Reasoning Ability
Maternal reasoning ability was assessed because it is known to be highly correlated with the child’s mental abilities [41–43]. A combination of the Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices and Standard Progressive Matrices (RCM) [56] was administered to the biological mothers of enrolled children at 6–8 months of age. The RCM is a nonverbal test of reasoning ability that measures the ability to form comparisons, reason by analogy, and organize spatial perceptions into systematically related wholes. The problems in each set build upon the previous solution logic and become progressively more difficult. This allows for the assessment of the consistency of an individual’s intellectual activity across successive lines of thinking. We selected this particular test as the measures taken are suitable for populations who have not participated in a formal education system [57, 58]. RCM test content was also considered to be less culturally specific, and thus may be administered in diverse settings with relative ease [59, 60]. Finally, nearly all of the MAL-ED study sites had prior experience with the RCM. The assessment took approximately 20–30 minutes and, in most circumstances, was conducted in a central location that was quiet and comfortable with few distractions. As some assessments needed to be done at the subject’s home, this deviation was recorded so that we could account for location of administration in our analyses. The RCM was administered by a trained tester who recorded the mothers’ answers after the mothers pointed to their answer of choice.

Depressive Symptoms
Maternal psychological disturbances, specifically, depressive symptoms, are a known risk factor for poor child development outcome [33–39]. We decided to collect information on psychological disturbances in the biological mothers of study children at ages 1, 6, 15, and 24 months. The 1-month time point was chosen to capture psychological disturbances in the early postpartum period and the later time points were chosen to correspond with the BSID-III assessments. The Self Reporting Questionnaire–20 [61] (SRQ-20), a scale developed by the World Health Organization specifically for use in developing countries [62], was selected. The SRQ-20 is comprised of 20 items designed to assess psychological adjustment related to depressive symptoms. Questions are answered with a simple “yes” or “no” and the instrument may be self-administered or interview-administered.

One criticism of the SRQ-20 is that no global, generally applicable cutoff score is recommended. This is because the score
used depends on the language or culture of administration, method of administration, population being studied, and the needs of the particular research study (eg, sensitivity, specificity) [61]. However, the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee believed the SRQ-20 is the most appropriate questionnaire for the purposes of the MAL-ED study. This questionnaire was interview-administered at the subject’s home, and took approximately 15 minutes to complete. Given the sensitive nature of the questions, the interviewers were careful to ensure the privacy of the mother’s answers and, where culturally acceptable, no one (other than the mother and the interviewer) was allowed in the room while the questions were being asked. At the completion of the questionnaire, if the interviewer was concerned about the mother’s mental health (based on answers that she gave to the questions), she or he immediately reported this concern to the field supervisor. The field supervisor then proceeded with culturally appropriate follow-up/referral. Each study site identified a locally relevant SRQ-20 cutoff score to identify respondents who met the criteria for referral. A positive answer to having suicidal thoughts was also grounds for referral, regardless of the total SRQ-20 score. The referral support services available varied by site according to the local standard of care.

**Psychosocial Environment**

A disadvantaged environment is among the many factors identified as influencing child cognition and development [63, 64]. We chose to collect information about the child’s environment to account for the effect that it has on child development. The Home Observation for the Measurement of the Environment (HOME) scale [65] (Infant/Toddler version) was selected by the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee. One of our primary reasons for choosing to use the HOME scale is that studies have shown the HOME scale to be a predictor of later school achievement [66, 67].

This internationally recognized scale has been used successfully in >100 countries [64, 65] and validated in Bangladesh and Brazil, among others (A. Yousafzai, personal communication, 2013). It measures both the quality and the quantity of stimulation and support that is available to a child in his/her home environment. The version we used was previously adapted for use in Bangladesh [68]. The modified version of the HOME scale is comprised of 48 items clustered into 6 subscales: (1) responsiveness to parent, (2) avoidance of restriction and punishment, (3) organization of the environment, (4) appropriate play materials, (5) parental involvement, and (6) variety in daily stimulation. The items were selected to provide information from the child’s perspective on stimuli that have been found to affect children’s cognitive development. A 45- to 60-minute observation period in the home was completed for each child at 6 and 24 months of age. The observation occurred when the child was awake and engaged in activities typical for that time of day. The information was collected from observations supplemented by caregiver interview. These time points were chosen to correspond with the 6- and 24-month BSID-III assessments.

**Test Translation, Adaptation, and Piloting**

Most of the selected assessments were not produced in LMIC settings; thus, adaptation, piloting, and validity assessments were necessary at each study site. Initial translation was done by bilingual MAL-ED field staff familiar with the local language and culture, and difficult items and wording were decided by group consensus. Back-translation by bilingual staff different from the person conducting the original translation was then done. Testing materials were reviewed for culturally irrelevant stimuli, and potential substitutions were identified and discussed. Following best practices guidelines, the MAL-ED adaptations were intended to be relevant and easily understood, and to match the difficulty level of the original item [69].

In adapting the Cognitive, Receptive Language, and Expressive Language scales of the BSID-III, we were careful to match the style of the original item such that photographs were replaced with photographs, cartoons with cartoons, etc. For example, a cartoon drawing in the original BSID-III showing a boy building a snowman was adapted by the BGD team to show a boy building a house out of mud or sand, thereby making it more relevant to our sites that do not have any snowfall. In another adaptation, a photograph of a man vacuuming was replaced with a photograph of a woman sweeping for our study sites where vacuum cleaners are not used.

Extensive pilot testing of the MacArthur CDI revealed that many of the words that were common or “easy” in an English or North American context were not commonly used in the MAL-ED study sites. For example, *duck, kitty, and juice*, which were easier words in the United States, were not commonly used in some MAL-ED sites. Furthermore, *chicken*, which is considered a “medium” difficulty word for 12-month-olds in the United States, was found to be “easy” for 12-month-olds in INV and NEB, but “difficult” for the toddlers in TZH (Table 1). Fruits used in the scale were translated based on what was locally available at each site. For example, some sites used apple, whereas others used banana or jackfruit.

Adaptations to the selected tests under consideration were discussed and agreed upon during weekly teleconferences. Adapted tests were piloted on approximately 20–30 children (depending on the test) at each site who were the target age but who were not enrolled in the MAL-ED study. Pilot data were then assessed by each site to determine acceptability of the adaptations made.

**Psychometric Analyses**

To ensure that our chosen assessments are reliably measuring our target developmental outcomes and that these constructs
are being measured equivalently across sites, the data are being evaluated for their psychometric properties [70]. The translated assessments in our study require testing for evidence of construct, metric, and functional equivalence to the original test [71]. Analyses include the Item Response Theory analyses, internal structural congruence, and validation by nomological network. The results of these analyses will inform the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee as to the validity and reliability of our measures as well as the extent to which they can be compared across MAL-ED sites.

**Study Personnel**

At the outset of the study, the Cognitive Development Subcommittee agreed on criteria to select individuals as eligible to collect the cognitive development data for the MAL-ED study at each site. These criteria included a minimum master's-level education in psychology or child development. Although most study sites were able to find qualified individuals locally, some were not. In TZH, this was a significant challenge due to the lack of qualified personnel in the country, as until very recently (2012), no masters-level psychology training was available in Tanzania. For TZH site staff, it was not possible to find anyone who had the combination of local language knowledge (Iraqw) and training in psychology; therefore, local field staff were trained to complete the testing.

**Training Activities for Data Collection**

To ensure that all MAL-ED sites collected cognitive development information similarly and according to protocol, regional on-site training was provided by central MAL-ED personnel at the following sites: SAV, TZH (2 sessions), PEL (2 sessions for PEL and BRF staff), INV (for INV and BGD staff), and NEB (for NEB and PKN staff). Training sessions lasted for 5–6 days, and attendees from each site included 1 to 2 trainers with expertise in clinical psychology/nutrition and experience in test administration, and the individuals who would be conducting the chosen cognitive development assessments in the field, as well as individuals supervising those collecting the data. The basic format for the training sessions included introduction to the MAL-ED study with an emphasis on the activities of the cognitive development team, 3 days of training on the BSID-III (including practice with infants), 1 day of training on the RCM and MacArthur CDI (including practice with mothers and peers), and 1 day of training on the HOME scale, the SRQ-20, and the ITS (including peer-mediated practice). The teams responsible for collecting the cognitive development data at each site were then given a practice schedule to follow to become proficient on each of the study instruments. This entailed administration of the tests to children who were not enrolled in MAL-ED until they felt that mastery was achieved. After completing the practice scheduled, testers from most sites videorecorded the administration of the tests for review by the leader of the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee and/or the on-site field supervisors of the cognitive data. The videos were evaluated for accuracy of test administration as well as scoring. Once a tester mastered standard test administration (ie, no administration or scoring mistakes) and scored the complete test battery on 5 different children, he or she was “certified” as able to officially collect data for the project.

Subsequently, cognitive development supervisors at each field site monitored the progress of each of their team members and reported any questions/difficulties back to the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee leader (L. E. M.-K.) for discussion and recommendation of a course of action. Refresher training for the administration of the 15-month BSID-III was conducted by central MAL-ED staff in PEL (for PEL and BRF staff) and TZH. Other field sites conducted refresher training by senior psychologists on site (BDG, INV, NEB, PKN, SAV).

**Quality Assurance/Quality Control**

Because the MAL-ED study was implemented at 8 culturally diverse sites, it was important to ensure that harmonized

---

### Table 1. Examples of Translated Words With Level of Difficulty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>BGD (80)</th>
<th>BRF (40)</th>
<th>INV (30)</th>
<th>NEB (50)</th>
<th>PEL (NA)</th>
<th>PKN (30)</th>
<th>SAV (40)</th>
<th>TZH (29)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty level</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Duhd</td>
<td>Leite</td>
<td>Pail</td>
<td>Duhd/Duru</td>
<td>Leche</td>
<td>Kheer</td>
<td>Mafhi</td>
<td>Ilwa’a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty level</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The number of children on which words were piloted is shown in parentheses next to each site abbreviation.*

*Abbreviations: BGD, Dhaka, Bangladesh; BRF, Fortaleza, Brazil; INV, Vellore, India; NA, not available; NEB, Bhaktapur, Nepal; PEL, Loreto, Peru; PKN, Naushero Feroze, Pakistan; SAV, Venda, South Africa; TZH, Haydom, Tanzania.*

*a Difficulty level for countries other than United States was obtained on a pilot of approximately thirty 12-month-old children from each site.*

*b Data from 15-month-old children.*
protocols were used at each site. Different types of quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) strategies were implemented. Those central to all sites included:

- Weekly conference calls: Weekly calls ensured that all sites had common understanding of standard operating procedures, and that any change was communicated to each site. Calls also provided the opportunity for study sites to discuss any emerging field issues.
- Central video reviews by the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee leader (L. E. M.-K.): Overall, 275 of 5800, or 5.1% (1.7%–11.0%) of all BSID-III and RCM assessments were filmed and sent to L. E. M.-K. by each site. This included 231 of 3991, or 6.3% (2.3%–13.8%) of BSID-III, and 44 of 1809, or 2.5% (0%–7.0%) of RCM assessments. Trained personnel in Dr Murray-Kolb’s lab reviewed the videos and sent feedback regarding test administration back to each site. The feedback included both positive comments as well as areas for improvement, with a focus on any drift that might be occurring in data collection. In subsequent videos, the reviewers would look for evidence that the testers had incorporated the previous feedback into their testing sessions. TZH was unable to participate in this video review process until December 2012 due to stipulations of its institutional review board.

Other QA/QC strategies employed by the MAL-ED study sites are listed in Table 2 and below:

- Random form checking: At least 10% of forms were checked by senior psychologists at each site to ensure consistency of scoring.
- Surprise visits by senior psychologists: Random surprise visits were made by the supervisor to observe assessments and provide guidance to field psychologists if needed.
- Interrater visits by the senior psychologists: This strategy was similar to the above, but it also included simultaneous scoring of the tool by the senior psychologist. The scores were then matched for disagreements and followed up in discussions. This strategy was particularly useful for observation tools such as the HOME inventory.
- Discussion meetings by the senior psychologist on site or via Skype: In these meetings, emerging issues from the field site were discussed and a common strategy for addressing the issues was formulated. Meetings could also include quick testing of understanding of tools through questions, administration of items, role-plays of interview tools, or review of a topic included in the training (eg, risk factors for child development).
- Video reviews: Videos were reviewed internally by the senior psychologist, and feedback was sent via email and discussed during the field visits. The reviewed video was studied again by the field team to note errors identified. At certain sites, as the field team developed, internal reviews were completed by the field psychologists.
- Shadowing by senior members of the field psychology team of another child development project on the site: This strategy was used in PKN, which was particularly helpful given that PKN had problems with retention of psychologists. New field team members were shadowed by senior members for support and quality enhancement until they were able to conduct assessments independently.

**DISCUSSION**

Over the past 5 years, the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee has gained invaluable experience with respect to implementing a harmonized protocol for the assessment of...
child development in 8 LMICs. Here we discuss important challenges, lessons learned, strengths, and limitations.

**Adaptation of Assessments**

Many of the assessments used in the MAL-ED study were created and normed in a North American context. As discussed earlier, several of the testing items were not appropriate to LMICs, and thus needed translation and adaptation to local cultures. Some questions on the HOME scale were not relevant in all sites (eg, not all sites had homes that included windows for ventilation). In addition, some of the practices inquired about in the ITS were not relevant to all sites; for example, one question asks about infant behavior during nail cutting, but in some of the sites, nails were only cut while the child was sleeping. Adjustments had to be made when comparing across sites for several of the ITS items.

While translating the assessments into the 10 languages used across the 8 sites, we learned the importance of having study personnel who speak the local languages fluently. Not only was this helpful for translation, but also for making appropriate adaptations and conducting video review. At 3 sites (NEB, INV, and TZH), 2 local languages were spoken. In INV, some participants spoke a combination of 2 different local languages (with different scripts), which created challenges for translation. At the TZH site, finding an individual who spoke one of the local languages (Iraqw) and English fluently and who could easily translate the assessments was difficult. In translating the MacArthur CDI, we had to use words that were comparable across sites and cultures. A further challenge was translating the tests into local languages that have limited written traditions. The psychometric analyses to evaluate the effectiveness of these adaptations are under way.

The literacy rates of mothers and caregivers varied by site. In addition to having all assessments administered by study personnel rather than self-administered by study subject, some sites found it important to use visual rating scales. INV found that a scale depicting a bottle with various levels of liquid in it was well-accepted and useful for depicting answer choices ranging from “my child is always like this” to “my child is never like this” (Figure 3).

Adequate time for test adaptation needs to be built into project timelines, with common agreed-upon protocols at the start. Ideally, several months prior to beginning the study, sufficient time to adapt the tests, pilot the adaptations, and perform metrics on the findings to formally validate the instruments would have been beneficial. For the MAL-ED study, the time allotted to adapt and pilot tests prior to study initiation was extremely challenging. Simultaneous testing of one age group while piloting adaptations for the upcoming age group was an added complexity and burden on study site personnel. The process of adaptation requires substantial efforts with identification of the right population, data collection, and analyses. Future studies would do well to have dedicated funding and time for an adaptation, piloting, validation phase that occurs before the formal data collection starts.

Our team approach allowed experts in early childhood assessment from different areas of the world to review each site’s adaptations and make suggestions. Having broad expertise from many different cultures and languages added to the ability to make adaptations in a relevant and useful manner. We found frequent communication (eg, weekly phone calls, a central collaboration website, and email) to be essential to collaboration for adaptation of the tests chosen.

**Training**

Training was especially important when working together on a large study that spanned sites in 8 different countries. Training >1 person per site was useful so teams could problem-solve together. Psychologists and test administrators need checks and reminders to prevent drift, and coming together in the same location was helpful for consistency. Although gathering everyone from 10 nations in one place annually was difficult and costly, it was extremely worthwhile to promote and strengthen collaboration within and across sites.

Our psychologists generally reported that in-person training was preferable to video training. One site (INV) recorded the in-person trainings and then used the videos for reference and refresher training later in the study. Most of our testing materials and instructions were available only in English. Several sites (PEL, BRF, PKN, NEB, TZH) translated administration instructions or forms into local languages. Of all instruments used, the BSID-III required the most training and practice due to its complexity and length.

At many sites, it was difficult to find psychologists willing to participate in the study and be trained. A few sites had excellent

![Figure 3. Visual scale used to depict answer choices for the Infant Temperament Scale.](cid:oxfordjournals.org/...).
child development centers already in place with experienced child psychologists and developmental pediatricians available to collect data. It is important to locate available psychologists before a study begins and to ensure there are senior psychologists who can provide assistance and monitoring to those with less experience. Furthermore, site capacity should be an important consideration for collaboration, as having at least 1 person with a combination of child development background, community-based research experience, and leadership skills to lead the on-site component is advantageous.

A single initial basic training was insufficient, and had to be followed by regular supplementary trainings. When planning for training, the supplementary trainings need to be adequately budgeted and planned for as well. If the study budget does not allow for central trainings, on-site supervisors could deliver these trainings. The trainings can be evaluated and feedback can be shared with the larger group.

Test Administration

Some study families found it difficult to come to the study center due to various cultural or logistical challenges. Consequently, some assessments were done in participant homes (a small percentage of BSID, RCM). Because we found that crowded space and distractions were often a challenge, in-home assessments were noted for further analysis. At some sites, it was culturally unacceptable for unaccompanied male staff to administer tests to mothers and children; thus, male testers had to be accompanied by a female staff member for all home visits.

Occasionally we found that fathers made decisions for the family and thus, even if the mother consented to study procedures, the father had to give consent as well. We also had to be flexible with who was considered the primary caregiver over the life of the child. At some sites, mothers returned to work or school in a different location, and the children were cared for by other relatives.

In administering the RCM to mothers, a decision was made by the Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee to start in the middle (with set C from the Standard Progressive Matrices) and, if the items were too challenging, to then move to the Coloured Progressive Matrices. However, some sites discovered that mothers were frustrated if they did not know the answers and had to go backward, and other sites would have preferred to start at the beginning. Although the RCM is created to measure reasoning and problem solving without the need for language or formal education, several mothers in the study did not want to participate, citing lack of any schooling as the reason.

Quality Assurance and Control

Central procedures and measures that seek to keep assessments consistent across sites, such as central video reviews, are key to promoting reliability of test administration. It was equally important for each study site to have its own QA/QC measures in place. Communication between sites about how to perform quality checks facilitated the maintenance of high standards and helped pinpoint the need for refresher trainings if difficulties were found in test assessments.

CONCLUSIONS

The MAL-ED cohort study is a large, groundbreaking study that has much to offer other multisite studies. The measures of cognitive function presented here are part of a comprehensive study on enteric infections, gut function, and nutrition and their impact on child development. This study provides an important opportunity to investigate risk factors for cognitive impairment. However, the sheer size and scale of the study was also a limitation in terms of the burden on the families and study staff involved. Ideally, we would have chosen several additional tests that assessed specific developmental abilities and cognitive functioning; however, we had to be sensitive to placing additional demands on the study participants as part of the larger study.

Children in this study were followed from just after birth until 24 months of age, and ideally, we would have collected information on prenatal factors such as maternal prepregnancy mental health status and micronutrient deficiencies. Additionally, environmental measures such as indoor air pollution and tests of drinking water were outside the scope of this study but would have provided useful information to our assessment of child development. Nevertheless, the measures collected such as child global development, language development, maternal depressive symptoms, maternal reasoning abilities, child temperament, and home environment ensure that the MAL-ED study is a comprehensive investigation of child development, and the most diverse multisite collaboration in LMICs to date. The Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee followed best practices guidelines, when available, in choosing the set of assessments as well as for adapting and evaluating the measures [72–74].

The MAL-ED study’s Cognitive Development Technical Subcommittee has developed a portfolio of tools translated into 10 languages and enhanced capacity at the study sites. A thorough psychometric analysis of each of our selected measures, which is a critical step often overlooked in other studies, is in progress [75]. Although challenges abound with a study of this magnitude, this in-depth and thorough look at early childhood development in the context of malnutrition and enteric disease will provide crucial information on early determinants of growth, learning, and cognitive development in children in LMICs.
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